Where and When….
This course is once a week for the
duration of the course in the Newport
Mind training room. Each session lasts
2 hours and includes a short break.

How to Enrol….
This course is for people who live in
Newport and have problems with their
mental health.
To enrol on a course please contact
Newport Mind to make a referral.

How to Find Out More….
For more information please contact
Newport Mind.

Our Commitment
Newport Mind is committed to providing
a quality, customer based service which
has strong consistent values, has high
standards of service delivery, is run in
a robust way in line with the needs of
the community and adheres to Mind's
Quality Management in Mind Standards.
We are committed to achieving equal
opportunities in the services we
provide.

Where We Are
Newport Mind
2nd floor
100-101 Commercial St
Newport
NP20 1LU

Contact Rebecca Thompson
Phone: 01633 258741
Fax:
01633 257992
www.newportmind.org
enquiries@newportmind.org
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Recovery & Beyond Courses
These courses are designed to address
all the common challenges faced by
many people on a day-to-day basis.
The aim is to help participants within a
group format make changes to their
lives in a planned and achievable way.

About Us
Newport Mind is a mental health
charity. We believe no one should have
to face a mental health problem alone.
We’re here for you. Today. Now.
Whether you’re stressed, depressed or
in crisis. We’ll listen, give support and
advice, and fight your corner.
We provide support to empower
anyone experiencing a mental health
problem. People who use our service
are encouraged to be involved in
planning and their feedback helps to
develop the service.

For more information about how
we can support you please
contact Newport Mind.

Confidence Building
This 8 week course aims to help people
build on their feelings of self worth and
confidence. Participants will work to
understand their fears and break down
the negative patterns associated with a
lack of confidence. Each session will
build upon the next by setting out steps
to success. You will learn to develop a
positive self image, coping strategies to
set goals and achieve them.
What the individual will learn on this
course:









Understanding what makes you
lack confidence
Understanding your own
behaviours
Understanding how others view
you
Overcoming nerves and self doubt
Learning to boost your self esteem
and self belief
Developing assertiveness
Tools and techniques to maintain
and build on confidence
Learning to take compliments

With each course, sessions build on the
previous one with exercises given at
the end for the participants/group to
reflect upon the following week. In this
way, each person is encouraged to put
the learned skills into practice whilst
being accountable, not only to
themselves but also to the rest of the
group.
Each person remains in control and is
responsible for themselves at all times.
The group format is a useful method of
enabling people in managing their
condition/problem. Peer support plays a
large role in helping participants to
achieve and maintain good mental
health. Group members may also
choose to attend a Wellbeing or Activity
Group after the course has ended, or
even whilst it is still taking place.
The courses available are:





Understanding Anger
Depression Management
Anxiety Management
Confidence Building

